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EMMA High-top safety shoe, Clyde (Ruffneck), protection
level S3, fit XD

The Street Born Safety Shoe.If trainers are what you prefer to wear but you need a safer shoe for work, look no
further than the RuffNeck. A no compromise safety shoe that looks and feels like a classic sneaker. It gets its
name from the highly supportive reinforced heel - the 'ruff neck'. This heel together with the shoe's reinforced,
shock absorbing sole keeps ankles, shins and joints free from stress and injury. Choose a LoNeck or HiNeck,
just make sure it's the Ruff Neck.

Characteristics
Safety class: S3

Protection class
occupational shoes OB O1 O2 O3 O4 O5

Protective toecap

Energy absorption in
heel * * * * *

Fully enclosed heel * * * * *

Antistatic properties * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole *

Water penetration
and absorption

protection
* * * *

Water resistant

Protection class
safety shoes SB S1 S1P S2 S3 S4 S5

Protective toecap * * * * * * *

Energy
absorption in heel * * * * * *

Fully enclosed
heel * * * * * *

Antistatic
properties * * * * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole * * *

Water
penetration and

absorption
protection

* * * *

Water resistant * *

Shoe size Model Width Article

39 Boot XD 14157081
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Shoe size Model Width Article

40 Boot XD 14157082
41 Boot XD 14157083
42 Boot XD 14157084
43 Boot XD 14157085
44 Boot XD 14157086
46 Boot XD 14157087
47 Boot XD 14157088
48 Boot XD 14157089
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